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The aim of this paper is to apply recent deep rcsults on completely 
regular semigrotips to questions about categories, arising in connection 
with the theory of recognizable languages. A variety [pseudovariety] V of 
monoids is local if any [finite] category whose local monoids belong to V 
divides a member of V, in the sense of B. Tilson 1-21] (see below). Our 
"Main Theorem" (7.1) essentially states that a monoid variety which 
satisfies an identity x"+l= x, n >/0, that is, which consists of completely 
regular semigroups, is local whenever all the "labels" on its "Pol~ik ladder" 
are local. (See below for the definitions.) As an immediate consequence, 
every nontrivial monoid variety consisting of orthogroups is local (An 
orthogroup is a completely regular semigroup whose idempotents form a 
subsemigroup.) Further, it quickly follows that any nontrivial pseudovariety 
of monoids consisting of orthogro,ps is also local At the core of the paper 
is a study of congruences on locally completely regular categories (those for 
which each local monoid is completely regular). 
Pseudovarieties of monoids arise naturally via the well-known corre- 
spondence between regular languages and finite monoids (e.g., 1-13]). It has 
lately been realized that, for some purposes, they are best studied within 
the framework of pseudovarieties of categories; locality of a (pseudo-) 
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variety V of monoids implies that there is a unique (pseudo-) variety of 
categories whose monoids comprise V (see [21 ]). This enables the solution 
of various decision problems on varieties and pseudovarieties. For example, 
we deduce that for any nontrivial pseudovariety V of monoids consisting of 
orthogroups, V .  D =LV, in the notation of [21]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the spirit of Tilson [21] and others, categories are here regarded 
purely algebraically: thus category "morphisms" are the usual functors 
between categories. The local monoid at an object c of a category is the 
monoid of all loops at c. A variety V of monoids is local if every category 
whose local monoids belong to V divides a member of V, in the sense that 
it is a quotient of some category for which there is a faithful morphism to 
a member of V. Locality of pseudovarieties is defined similarly. Section 2, 
below, contains a general review of these topics. For a compendious study 
see [21]. 
I. Simon [18] showed, implicitly, that the variety J~ of semilattice 
monoids (denoted S, herein), is local. All nontrivial varieties of monoids 
which consist of groups are local [21]. (However, the variety of 
commutative monoids is not [21].) 
All the .local varieties cited consist of completely regular monoids. (A 
monoid is completely regular if it is a union of its subgroups.) It is easily 
demonstrated that a variety V of monoids consists of completely regular 
semigroups if and only if it satisfies an identity x"+l = x, for some n >/1. 
We say V has exponent n and is a completely regular monoid variety. Such 
varieties may be treated in the wider context of varieties of unary monoids. 
The class CR of all completely regular monoids forms such a variety, the 
unary operation being x~--~x -~, the inverse of x within the subgroup it 
generates. Its subvarieties form a lattice ~(CR), which then contains all 
the completely regular monoid varieties considered here. 
Varieties of completely regular semigroups, in this wider context, have 
been the subject of intensive study over the last fifteen years. For an exten- 
sive bibliography up to 1985 see N. R. Reilly [17]. Our main tool here is 
the powerful theory of L. Polhk [14-16]. The details, as required here, are 
summarized in Section 4. Informally, every variety V of completely regular 
semigroups which contains S (the others consist of completely simple semi- 
groups)" is determined by a mapping from a certain poset A (see" Fig. 6) 
into a particular subset of .L,e(CR) union a small adjoined poset. The 
mapping is the "ladder" of V; its "labels" are the images of the vertices of 
A. Each "varietal" label is least in its K-class, where K is a certain complete 
congruence on .~(CR). For instance, by [16, Theorem 4.2(2)], V is an 
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orthogroup variety if and only if each "varietal" label is a group variety. The 
theory rest.ricts traightforwardly to varieties of exponent n. 
Much of this theory has been adapted for varieties of completely regular 
monoids by C. Vachuska [.22] and it is this adaptation which we use here. 
F. Pastijn ['11 ] has adapted Polhk's theory to pseudovarieties of completely 
regular semigroups, but this is not needed in the sequel. All our results for 
pseudovarieties follow quickly from those for varieties. 
For general background on varieties of semigroups ee [.4] and for 
pseudovarieties see [.3, 13]. For semigroups in general see [.5]. The layout 
of this paper is as follows. 
Section 2 surveys categories and sets up a "standard method" for proving 
locality. Section 3 studies certain congruences on categories in general. 
Section 4 presents the necessary background on varieties of completely 
regular semigroups and monoids. Section 5 studies congruences on locally 
completely regular categories. These tools are used in Section 6 to prove 
that every nontrivial variety of Clifford monoids (semilattices of groups) is 
local. The "Main Theorem" is proven in Section 7. The specialization to 
orthogroup varieties and pseudovarieties is given in Section 8 and some 
simple applications in Section 9. 
The joint authorship of this paper occurred under unusual circumstan- 
ces. The second author submitted a paper to Sethigroup Fortun in which 
she proved that each nontrivial monoid (pseudo-) variety consisting of 
orthogroups is local. Independently, the first author gave talks at the 
Annual Meeting of the Canadian Mathematical Society and the Berkeley 
Workshop on Monoids on the result stated in the opening of the paper. 
Since the results, ideas, and methods of proof have much in common, the 
second author withdrew her paper from Semigroup Forum and the authors 
decided to publish a joint paper on the topic using the first author's 
approach. A condensed version of this paper has appeared elsewhere [6]. 
2. CATEGORIES 
To quote Tilson [21, p. 88], "Categories are being treated here as 
algebraic objects, rather than as classifying tools for mathematical struc- 
tures." Following this point of view, a graph C consists of a set Obj C of 
objects (or vertices) and for each pair c, d of vertices a horn-set C(c, d) of 
(coterminal) arrows (or edges) x: c---r d. Put t(x)= c and h(x)= d, the tail 
and head, respectively, of x. Graphs with a single object may be identified 
with sets. A category is a graph C on which a product is defined for pairs 
of consecutive arrows, associative on triples of such arrows, and which, for 
each object c, possesses an "identity" arrow, denoted It, with the usual 
properties. Categories with a single object may then be identified with 
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monoids and we shall do so without explicit mention. For each object c of 
C, the horn-set C(c, c) is a monoid with identity It, denoted Cc and called 
the local monoid at c. 
A graphfimction qJ: C~ D between graphs C and D consists of an object 
function ~b: Obj C ~ Obj D and, for each hom-set C(c, d) of C, a horn-set 
function ~b: C(c, d) ~ D(cq3, tt~f). A category inorphism ("functor") ~b: C~ D 
between categories C and D is a graph function which respects products in 
C, where defined, and maps identity arrows to identity arrows. A 
morphism ~b is faitl~d if it is h~jective ott horn-sets (but arbitrary on 
objects); ~b is quotient if it is bijective on objects and surjective on horn-sets. 
A congruence ~ on a category C consists of a family of equivalence r la- 
tions --,, one per horn-set of C, such that if x~y then axb~ayb for all 
appropriate arrows a, b. The quotient category C/~ is then defined in the 
obvious way, with Obj C/~ = Obj C; the natural map C ~ C/~ is then a 
quotient morphism. The usual "homomorphism" and "isomorphism" 
theorems hold 121, Sect. 6]. 
Let X be a graph. The free category X* on X has as its objects those of 
X; the horn-set X*(a, b) consists of all paths in X beginning at a and ending 
at b; composition of paths is by concatenation; at each vertex c of X, the 
empty path acts as an identity arrow at c. If X is a set then X* is just the 
free monoid on X. In the obvious way, any graph function of X into a 
category S extends uniquely to a category morphism of X* into S. 
In particular, any category S is a quotient of some free category X*. (For 
example, Y could be the underlying graph of S, with identity arrows 
removed). 
A category C divides a category D if there is a category S, a quotient 
morphism S~ C, and a faithful morphism S--* D. (See [21, Sect. 2], where 
division is defined in terms of relational morphisms; the two definitions are 
equivalent by 121, Proposition 2.5]. For monoids C and D, division 
reduces to the usual: C is a morphic image of a submonoid of D). 
A variety V of categories is a family of categories such that 
(i) the direct product (the cartesian product of the underlying 
graphs, with componentwise operations) of any set of categories in V is 
again in V; 
(ii) V is closed under division of categories. 
For instance, the family of all categories forms a variety, as does the 
variety of trivial categories, consisting of all categories C such that 
IC(c, d)l ~< 1 for all c, dE Obj C. Further examples will be given below. 
(Also see 121, Sect. 8]). For any graph X and variety V of categories there 
is a ("unique") "relatively free" category, denoted X*/V: it is the quotient 
X*/=v,  where =v is the least congruence on X* for which the quotient 
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category belongs to V. By elementary arguments, any member of V is a 
quotient of X*/V, for some graph X. 
A variety V of monoMs i , of course, a family of monoids closed under 
direct products and under division of monoids. Such a variety is never a 
variety of categories. Indeed it is clear that any trivial category C divides 
a one-element monoid: map each object and each arrow of C to the unique 
object and unique arrow, respectively. However, two varieties of categories 
may be naturally associated with V: 
(1) /'V consists of the categories whose local monoids all belong to 
V--its member are "locally" in V; 
(2) gV (denoted Vc in 1-21]) consists of all categories which divide a 
monoid of V--its members are "globally" in V. 
It is easily seen that dV and gV are, respectively, the greatest and least 
varieties of categories whose intersection with the variety Mon of a// 
monoids is precisely V. 
The variety V of monoids is called local if gV = EV, that is, if every 
category whose local monoids belong to V divides a member of V. 
The variety Mon is itself local--every category divides some monoid 
(I-21, p. 102-1, or see below). However, the variety T of trivial monoids is 
not local: gT is the variety of trivial categories, but the category defined in 
Fig. 1 is locally trivial and clearly not trivial. 
Let V be a variety of monoids. Membership in /'V is easily decided 
(modulo that in V, of course), but that in gV is not. Since gV is an 
important ool in applications, locality yields a useful description of that 
tool. We now present a standard method for attempting to prove locality 
of V (or if V is not local, to find "laws" defining gV). 
Let X be any graph, X* the free category over Jr: The congruence --'ev 
on X* which induces X*/:V is clearly that generated by the least 
V-congruences on the local monoids on X*. Since, as noted above, 
gV ~/ 'V,  =,,v --- -~gv, and V is local if and only if equality holds. Hence 
the quotient congruence =~v/=ev on X*/EV induces a quotient morphism 
from X*/dV to X*/gV. 
To obtain a description of -=gv, we proceed as in 1,21, Sect. 12] (itself 
modelled on the methods of Simon 1,18] and Th6rien and Weiss 1-20]). Let 
1 i ( ~ ~ ~ ~  It 
Y 
FIGURE I 
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E be the set of edges of X. There is a natural morphism ~1, say, from 
the category X* to the monoid E*: map all the objects of X* to that of 
E* and map each path in X* to the corresponding strhlg in E*. Clearly 
tl is injective on hom-sets, so it is faithful. Hence X* divides E*. (Since 
any category divides some free category, locality of Mon follows immedi- 
ately.) 
On any monoid S, the least V-congruence will be denoted Pv; Pv will 
also denote the natural morphism S~ S/pv. Clearly E*/pv is the free 
V-monoid on E. The composite morphism qPv: X*--* E*/pv induces a 
congruence [qPv] on X*, by identifying only coterminal paths p and q for 
which (pq, qq)Epv in E*. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. On X*, --~v = [qPv]. ttence, V is local if and only if 
for every graph X and all coterminal paths p and q hz X*, (pq, qq)6Pv in 
E* hnplies P - iv  q in X*. 
Proof. By a straightforward argument, here is a commutative diagram 
where q is faitl#tL Hence X*/[llpv-1 e gV and =~v -~ DlPv]. 
, rl , 
X ~- E ,  
x / [rlpv] E /pv 
Conversely, X*/gV divides some monoid M in V. By [21, Proposi- 
tion 6.5-1, there is a morphism ~: X* ---* M such that the congruence =~ on 
X* induced by ff (in the manner of tlpv above) is contained in =~v. 
Further, ~ induces a morphism f of E* into M such that tiff = ~,. (Let 
extend the map x--* x~b, x E E). But Pv is the least V-congruence on E*, so 
pv___fff -~. Thus if p and q are coterminal arrows of X* for which 
(p, q) e D/Pv], then (pq, qq) E t~f -~, that is, pt~ =pq~ = qqf = q~. Hence 
[tlPv-1 ~ -~ --- =gv- II 
Figure 2 summarizes the relevant categories and morphisms. 
The "s.tandard approach" used herein is, then, to make use of a (perhaps 
partial) solution to the word problem in the free V-monoid E*/pv--- 
equivalently, a determination of the congruence Pv on E*. Given coter- 
minal paths.p and q in X*, P=-gvq if and only if (Pq, qq)~Pv, so it is 
necessary and sufficient o show that "the same" determination applies to 
=iv .  The prototype example is "Simon's lemma" ([18-1, also see [3, 
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, I1 
X l. 
quotient 
X*llV 
~ faithful 
-----/V --gV 
quotient X*/gV 
FZGU~ 2 
E* 
9 E /pv 
faithful 
Chap. VIII; 21, p. 148]), from which follows locality of the monoid variety 
S of semilattices: idempotent and commutative monoids. It is well known 
that two strings in E* are ps-related if and only if they have the same 
content (that is, they contain the same letters).. If the content c(p) of a 
path p in X'* is defined to be the set of edges which appear in it, then 
coterminal paths in X* are related under =gv if and only if they have the 
same content. 
RESULT 2.2. Let X be a graph and let p, q be coterminal paths in X*. 
Then (p, q) e =is  if and only if p and q have the same content. Hence S 
is local. 
(To relate this result to the original, recall that =ev is in fact the least 
congruence = on X* such that (X*/= ),, e S for all a e Obj X, equivalently, 
such that x2=x and xy=yx for all loops x, .)' at the same vertex.) 
Th6rien and Weiss [20] used a similar technique to study the variety 
gCom, where Corn is the variety of commutative monoids. Com is not local. 
However, the description of =gv "induced," as above, from the well-known 
solution of the word problem in free commutative monoids was used to 
find "generators" for -=gv and hence "laws" for gCom. 
We next show that not every free category X* need be considered. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A variety V of monoids is local if and only if 
=-gv = -ev  f or all finite graphs X. 
Proof Let X'be any graph and let p, q be coterminal paths in X*. 
Suppose (p, q)6 -gv in X*. Then by Proposition 2.1, (pq, qll)~Pv in the 
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free monoid E* on the set of edges of X. Let tV be the support of p and 
q (the smallest subgraph of X containing p and q). Clearly IV is a finite 
graph with set of edges Ew, say, Ew~ E. It is well known that Pv on E*. 
is just the restriction of Pv from E*. Further, tt T* is a subcategory of X* 
in the obvious way and tl on X* restricts to the appropriate morphism 
on IV*. Hence (p, q)e =gv in IV*. By hypothesis, (p, q)E =ev on IV*. 
But =ev on X* obviously restricts to a locally V-congruence on IV*, 
which therefore contains =,,v on IV*. Hence (p, q)E =ev on X*. By 
Proposition 2.1, V is local. The converse is obvious. II 
Finally, we consider pseudovarieties. A pseudovariety ofmonoids (termed 
"M-variety" in [21]) is a collection offinite monoids which is closed under 
finite direct products and under division of monoids. Similarly, a 
pseudovariety of categories ("C-variety" in [21]) is a collection of finite 
categories which is closed under finite direct products and division of 
categories. With each pseudovariety V of monoids may be associated the 
pseudovarieties EV and gV consisting of all finite categories whose local 
monoids belong to V and all finite categories which divide some monoid in 
V, respectively. The pseudovariety FMon of finite monoids is local but that 
of trivial monoids is not. See [21, Sects. 13-15] for detailed information. 
In general, pseudovarieties do not contain free objects, so the "standard 
approach" does not apply. However, we have the following useful 
connection. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a variety of monoids. I f  ever), nontrivial 
variety contahzed hz M is local then ever)' nontrivial pseudovariety contabled 
in M is local 
Proof Let P be a nontrivial pseudovariety which is contained in M and 
let C be a finite category, all of whose local monoids belong to P. If C is 
locally trivial then Ce[P ,  by [21, Theorem 13.1(b)]. Otherwise, let V be 
the variety of monoids generated by the local monoids of C. Since V is 
generated by a finite set of finite monoids, it is a locally finite variety [4]. 
Since V is a nontrivial subvariety of M, it is local, so C divides one of its 
monoids. In fact, according to Fig. 2, C divides any V-free monoid 
M = E*/pv, where C is a quotient of X* and E is the set of edges of X. As 
noted above, we may choose X to be the graph of C, without its identity 
arrows. Since X is finite, so is M, by local finiteness of V. But then 3I 
belongs to the pseudovariety generated by the local monoids of C and 
hence toP .  Thus g 'P_  gP and equality follows. | 
COROLLARY (to the proof). Under the hypothesis of the proposition, 
every [finite] category which is locally hi M divides a [finite] monoid hi M, 
in fact in the [pseudo-] variety generated by its local monoids. 
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3. LOCALLY GENERATED CONGRUENCES ON CATEGORIES 
The congruence - Iv  on a free category X* is the least congruence 
containing the congruences (pv)a--the least V-congruences on the local 
monoids X*, a EObj X. This motivates the study of two special types 
of congruences. 
Let C be an arbitrary category. For each a~Obj  C, let a,, be a 
congruence on the local monoid C,,. Denote the family of congruences by 
{a,,}. The congruence generated by {a,,} is the least congruence p on C 
such that a, ,_  p for all a ~ Obj C. The following lemma is similar to that 
for congruences on semigroups. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x and y be cotermhlal arrows hi C. hl the above 
notation, xpy if and only if there is a sequence 
X=SI I l I t l  ~ SII) I l l  =$2112t2"-'t' . . .  =Stall mtm--.c Smvmt re=y,  
where the s~, t~, ui, oi are edges of C and each pair (ui, oj) e a~, for some 
object a of C. 
Call a congruence p on C locally generated if it is generated by a family 
L 
{ao} of congruences on the local monoids. (It is then generated by the 
family {p,,} of restrictions to the local monoids of C.) Call p local if it is 
contained in the congruence on C generated by the universal relations on 
its local monoids (that is, the least locally trivial congruence on C). Clearly 
ever), locally generated congruence is local 
For any variety V of monoids, the congruence -=ev is clearly locally 
generated on X*. But =gv need not be: for instance, if C is the category 
in Fig. 1 (C= Y*, where Y is the subgraph obtained by deleting the two 
identity arrows) then --gT identifies the edges x and y but is not even local, 
-e r  being the identity congruence. 
An example of a local congruence on a free category which is not locally 
generated is provided by =gCom on the category Z*, where Z is the graph 
in Fig. 3. Corn is the variety of commutative monoids. As noted above, 
Com is not a local variety: =tCom r =~co,, on Z*. This does not 
immediately imply that -~gCom is not locally generated. However, it would 
X 
Y 
FIGUg~ 3 
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be of great interest o find a nonlocal variety V of monoids for which =gv 
is locally generated. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. On Z*, --~Com is local, but not locally generated. 
P roo f  Clearly, Z*= {xz,  yz}* and Z~'= {zy, zx}*. Let p and q be 
coterminal paths in Z*. It is well known that (in the notation of Section 2), 
(p l ,  q l l )~Pcom in E* if and only if each edge of X appears the same 
number of times in PU and qll; hence p--=~Com q if and only if the same is 
true for p and q. Now xyz=gcom yzx .  I1: --'--cCom were generated by 
congruences a,~ and ab on Z* and Z/',  respectively, then by Lemma 3.1 
there would be a sequence of transitions 
x z y  = So Uo to ~ So Vo to = s i II 1 t I ~ S 1 O 1 t I = ""  9 ~ Sn, V,, t,,, = yZX, 
where for each i, (u~, vi) ~ ao w ab, and so ui, vl are loops. But the only such 
factorizations of xzy  are as x(zy) l  or as l ( xz )y .  In the former case, zy= 
Uoat, v o. However, abe  =~Com, so the loop Vo contains the edges z and ), 
once each. Obviously Vo=zy once more and SoVoto=xzy .  The same 
conclusion is drawn in the other case. Hence there can be no such sequence 
and --=gCom is not locally generated. 
That =gCo~ is local follows from the inclusion S ~ Com. For then fT_  
gS= gS (by Result 2.2) ~ gCom, and so :'gCom C: -~'~lT' as required. I 
In Sectio.n 5 it will be shown that on a locally completely regular 
category, every congruence =w for which fS  ~ W is locally generated. A 
powerful property of such congruences i  Proposition 3.3, below. 
First, let X be any graph and p: a ~ b a path in X*. Its support supp(p) 
is the smallest subgraph of X containing the edges of p. Call p bonded if 
there is a path q: b ~ a with c(q)~_ c(p).  
Clearly, each path u in X has a unique bonded normal  fo rm 
U=Uot lu  I . . . t . , t t . , ,  m>~O,  
where each u,. is bonded and each t~ is a transition edge: if t~: aj--+ b,. then 
there is no path from b; to at in supp(u). (This is a variant of Tilson's 
definition 1-21, p. 1271.) Now if u and v are coterminal paths with the same 
content, then they have the same transition edges and so their respective 
bonded normal forms are 
and 
II = | lo l  I l l I 9 9 9 t ro l l  m 
I) = 1301101 . .  9 ImOm,  
where c(ui) = c(oi) for i= 0, 1 ..... m. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let p be either 
(i) a locally generated congruence on X*, contahzed bz c, or 
(ii) a congruence =w on X*, where W is a variety of  categories 
contahthtg ~S. 
Let st, v be cotermhlal paths ill X* with bonded normal forms as above. 
Then 
upv i f  and only i f  uipvi for i = O, 1 ..... m. 
Proof Sufficiency is obvious in either ease. 
The proof of the converse in case (ii) is implicit in that of 
[21, Theorem 10.2] (see p. 142). (By Result2.2, -w---c. In [21], c is 
denoted z.) 
To prove the converse in case (i), suppose p is generated by the family 
{aa}. Suppose first that v arises from u by a single "elementary trans- 
ition" (cf. Lemma3.1), that is, u=pxq,  v=pyq,  where (x,y)Ecr  a for 
some a~ Obj X. Clearly, x and y cannot involve any transition edge and 
must therefore be subpaths of some li i and vl, respectively. Then 
ui=pixqt and vi=pi)'q~ for some subpaths pl and q,.. Hence u~pv~ and 
tg=v j for j#  i. 
Since v arises from tt by a sequence of such transitions, a simple 
induction completes the proof. I 
Again, this result fails in general. Let IV be the graph in Fig. 4 and 
consider the congruence on IV* generated by the pair (Pl p2t, P2Pl t). Then 
the bonded normal forms of plp2t  and p2p~t are (p lpz ) . t . lb  and 
(P2Pl)" t. I b, respectively. Clearly, (Pl P2, P2Pl) ~ P. 
Finally, we consider families {a,,} which are extensible, in the sense that 
if {a,,} generates p then pa=aa for all aEObj C. Of course the identical 
and universal congruences on the local monoids form extensible families. 
A useful test for extensibility is the following. 
P2 
Pl 
FIGURE 4 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let C be a category and {tr,,} a family of  congruences on 
the local monoids of  C. Then {a,,} is extensible if  and only if  xtr~y hnplies 
pxqtrbpyq, for all a, beObj  C and for all p: b--)a, q: a--) b. 
Proof. Let p denote the congruence generated by {aa}. 
Clearly, if Xaa y, p: b -) a and q: a --) b, then xpy and so pxqppyq, that 
is, pxqpbp.), q in Cb. If {tr,,} is extensible, pb=trb, and pxqabpyq, as 
required for necessity. 
Conversely, if (x, y )~p~ then by Lemma 3.1 there is a sequence 
x =ptx lq  t - ,  Pl Ytqt =PzXzq2 --* "'" -')P,, Y,,q,, =Y, 
where each (x,.,y~)etr,,,, say (or else x,.=yt). By hypothesis, 
(pix~qi, p~ylq~)etra for each i, whence xaay. | 
In Section 5, several important families of congruences on locally com- 
pletely regular categories will be proven extensible. We close this section by 
showing that families of the form {(Pv),}, which, by Section 2, generate 
- i v  on a free category, need not be extensible. 
Let R be the graph in Fig. 5 and consider the family {(PS)a} on R*. 
Since xz, ywe R*, (xzyw, ywxz)e  (ps)a. Consider w(xzyw)x = 
wxzywx(ps)b (wx)(zy) and w(ywxz)x  = (wy)(wx)(zx). Since (Ps)b is deter- 
mined by the content of "words" in the "letters" zy, zx, wy, wx (the free 
generators of R*), these two paths are not (Ps)b related, and so {(Ps)a} is 
not extendible. (A direct proof using Simon's lemma is similar.) 
It follows that the local monoid (R*/ES)a is not a free semilattice. 
4. VARIETIF_.S OF COMPLETELY REGULAR MONOIDS 
Let CRn denote the variety of monoids defined by the identity x n +~ = x, 
n a positive integer. As remarked in the Introduction, CRn and its 
subvarieties may equally will be treated within the lattice of varieties of 
completely regular monoids, regarded as unary monoids. A rich theory of 
varieties of completelyregular semigroups has been developed in this 
framework. (Of particular elevance in the sequel will be [14-16, 10, 7].) 
C. Vachuska [22] has shown that, suitably modified, much of this theory 
transfers to varieties of monoids. In this section we provide a minimum of 
x,y 
Z,W 
FIGURE 5 
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background. The reader may refer to the references for further details. 
However, .most of the unproven statements in this section are elementary 
or are proven by close analogy with the semigroup case. 
It is most convenient to first discuss general completely regular monoid 
varieties, in the sense just described, and then to restrict attention to 
subvarieties of CRn. For any such variety V, denote by i f(V) its lattice of 
subvarieties. Denote by CR the class of all completely regular monoids. 
It is most convenient to first discuss general completely regular monoid 
varieties, in the sense just described, and then to restrict attention to 
subvarieties of CRn. For any such variety V, denote by i f(V) its lattice of 
subvarieties. Denote by CR the class of all completely regular monoids. 
It is clear that a subvariety of CR either contains the variety S, when it 
is termed regular, or it is a variety of groups. Let G denote the variety of 
groups and recall that T denotes the variety of trivial monoids. Hence 
i f (CR) = [S, CR] u [T, G]. 
Some other important subvarieties of CR are listed below: 
B bands, defined by x 2 = x, 
SG semilattices ofgroups (Clifford semigroups), 
OG orthogroups (where the idempotents form a submonoid). 
The class RZ of right zero semigroups i not a variety of monoids but 
will be useful, as will its dual LZ, their join ReB (rectangular bands), and 
the classes RG and LG of right gro,tps and of left groups, respectively, and 
their join ReG. From these we can form true subvarieties of CR: 
SRG semilattices of right groups, 
SLG semilattices of left groups, 
SReG = OG. 
These illustrate the concept of the AIarcev product of two classes U and 
V. See [7]. In our context it is sufficient o consider the case where U is 
a completely regular semigroup variety and V is a completely regular 
monoid variety. Then 
U o V = {M e CR: M/p e V for some congruence p on M which is over U }. 
Here, a congruence is over U if each idempotent class ep belongs to U. 
An adaptat!on of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 of [7-1 shows that 
for any subvariety U of RcG and for any subvariety V of CR, UoV is 
again a subvariety of CR. 
Define a relation K on i (CR)  by 
UKV if ReBo(UvS)=ReBo(VvS) .  
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Then (cf. [10, Theorem 13; 14; 16]) K is a complete congruence on c..L-a(CR) 
and thus for each V e .L,e(CR), the class VK has a greatest element, denoted 
V x, and a least element, denoted Vx. Further, VX=ReBo(V v S). 
(Elsewhere Vx has been denoted V p and vm~x.) 
A congruence p on a completely regular monoid M is over ReB if it is 
idempotent-pure (xpx 2 implies x=x 2) and contained in Green's relation 
N. There is a greatest idempotent-pure congruence ~on any such semi- 
group: the syntactic ongruence for the set E(M) of idempotents of M. 
Thus 
Now 
= {(x, y) E 3I: axb E E(M) iffayb ~ E(M), a, b ~ 211}. 
v~'= {21re CR: M/( ,  c~ ~)  ~ V} 
= {Me CR: Pv ,, s--- z} 9 
For example, TK  consists of all varieties of bands and TK=SX=B;  
GX=SGK=OG.  
Similar operators are defined using RG. Again, RGoV is always a 
variety. The relation Tr on c.2'(CR) defined.by 
UT, V if RGoU=RGoV 
is a complete congruence (again, cf. [10, Theorem 9; 14; 16]) and for each 
Ve.~(CR)  the class VT r has a least element Vr, and a greatest element 
Vr,= RGoV. 
A congruence p on a completely regular monoid M is over RG if and 
only if p_~.  For any equivalence relation ~z on S, let n~ denote the 
greatest congruence on 3I contained in rc (see [5]). (In particular y'd ~ 
is usually denoted iI and is the greatest idempotent-separating congruence 
on M.) Now 
VT'= {M'~ CR: M/~ ~ ~V} 
= {M~CR:pv_~}.  
Of course TTr= [T, G] and ST,= IS, SG], since SG = GoS. 
A congruence T e on Ae(CR) is defined dually, by means of LG. 
We now present he monoidal version of the theorem of L. Polfik cited 
in the Introduction. For details, see Vachuska [22]. The exponent n case 
will be treated below. 
For V E IS, CR], put 
V(0, O)= V(1, O)=V, 
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and, for m >/0, 
V(0, m + 1) = V(1, re)r, 
V(l, m + 1) = V(0, m)T ,. 
Let 8= {Vx: V~f f (CR)}  and r {0}, 0 a new adjoined zero for 
the poset 6 ~. For i=0,  1 and re>t0 put 
(i, m)~v = { 0 if V(i, m) = S and m ~ 0 
V(i, m)x otherwise. 
Then ~v is an isotone map of the poset A, in Fig. 6, into 6"o. 
RESULT 4.1 [22]. The map V-~r  is an order isomorphism of 
[S, CR] into the poset d'~. 
For a regular variety V, ~v will be referred to as the "ladder" of V. The 
images (i, m)~v are the "labels" of this ladder. Note that if some label is 0 
then so is every lower label. 
The specialization to :f~'(CRn) is easy. The crucial fact is that IS, CRn] 
is saturated in [S, CR], with respect to K. For, idempotent-pure 
morphisms are injective on subgroups. Hence i f 'V_CRn then Vx_CRn 
(and of course VreCRn ). Thus, for instance, if Gn denotes the 
("Burnside") variety of groups, defined by x"= 1, then GnX=OGn= 
OG c~ CRn. 
The restriction of T, to ~(CRn)  is again a complete congruence, with its 
least element Vr, as before. So the Pol~k ladder of V e ~(CRn)  is labeled 
(0,0) = (1,0) 
(0,1) ~ (1,1) 
(0,2) (1,2) 
X 
(0,3) (1,3) 
% S 
I '~ ,  s S I 
% s 
FIGURE 6 
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from the subset (8,)0, where 6~,,= {Vr:V~CRn}, and the result remains 
true. with CR replaced by CRn. However, ~(CRn)  is not saturated in 
f f (CR) with respect o T,: the greatest element in c.LZ'(CRn) in the Tr-class 
of V is now Vr rnCRn=RGnoV= {MECRn:M/~V}.  h~ the sequel, 
V r' will denote this member of .~(CRn). Similar remarks apply to T I. 
The key to the Main Theorem (7.1) lies not in Polfik's main theorem 
itself (or at least, its monoidal version) but actually in his vital lemma l"15, 
Theorem 3.2-1, solving the word problem in the free V-semigroup, relative 
to the word problems in the relatively free.completely regular semigroups 
associated with the (non-0) labels on the ladder for V. Pol:~k's general 
lemma is based on arguments on words in the free unary semigroup. These 
arguments are much simplified for subvarieties of CRn, since we may 
ignore the unary operation and treat only words (strings) in free monoids. 
Some preliminaries are needed. 
Let A be a countably infinite set. If w~A* then, as remarked in 
Section 2, its content is the set of letters of A which appear in w (empty if 
w = 1); 0(w) is the longest initial segment of w whose content is properly 
contained in c(w) (with 0(w)= 1 if Ic(w)l ~ 1); l(w) is the longest final 
segment of w with the same property. In order to treat 0 and 1 as 
operators, it is also convenient o write them on the right of their 
arguments. Thus, for 7r e {0, 1 }* and w ~ A * define wn as follows. Denoting 
the identity of {0, 1}* by e, put we=w and w(rri)=i(wrr), i=0,  1. 
Each string rc of O's and l's may be re-interpreted as a string ~ of (-)r, 
and (-)rt operators, in the obvious way. There is then a map 2: 
{0, 1 }* --+ A given by 2(w) = (i, m), where V(i, m) = V~. 
The following lemma is the analogue, for monoids, of 1-15, Theorem 3.2,1. 
Only necessity, the "easy" part, is needed in the sequel. We omit the proof, 
as it is similar to that of the cited result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let n be a positive integer and let V E [S, CRn,1; let u, 
v~A*, where A is a cozmtably infinite set. Then Upvw if and 01113' if for all 
rre {0, 1}*, we have (un, VZ)ECnpv,K whenever V,~ :~ S. 
5. CONGRUENCES ON LOCALLY COMPLETELY REGULAR CATEGORIES 
In this section, various results on such congruences are compiled for 
use in the sequel. First, the definitions at the end of the preceding section 
are extended to free categories. Throughout, X denotes an arbitrary 
graph. 
Let p be a path in X*. The content c(p) was defined in Section 2. Let 
0(p) be the longest initial subpath ofp whose content is properly contained 
in c(p). Also define L(p) to be O(p)x, where x is the edge of p which 
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follows 0(p). (Thus {x}=c(p)--c(O(p)).)  Let l (p)  and R(p) be defined 
similarly, i.n terms of terminal subpaths of p. 
Fix n>~ 1 and denote by ,,, the congruence --tCR~ on X*. Thus X*/,,, is 
the free locally CRn category X*/ECRn on X. Since S c CRn, t'S c / 'CRn,  
whence ~ c = Is= c, by Result 2.2. Note that ~ is the least congruence 
on X* such that x "+t ~x  for all loops x. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let x~X*(a,  b), z~X*(b,  e). Suppose c(z)~_c(x). Then 
x~xzw for some wEX*(c, b). 
Proof If z= l  put w=l .  Otherwise z=z iz2 . . . z  .... say. For each i, 
x=tqz~v~, for some paths u~, v,.. Now 
XZl  " " " Z l - -  1 = l l lZ iV iZ l  " " " Zi - -  1 
'~ ' l l i (Z iV iZ  1 ' ' 'Z i _ l )  n+l ,  since ZiV iZ  1 " ' 'Z i _  1 i s  a loop, 
= x~, . . . z , (v , z , . . .Z , _ l ) (Z ,V ,Z l . . . z , _ t ) " -~.  
A simple induction yields the required path w. 1 
COROLLARY 5,2, Let p be a congruence on X*, contah~hzg ,~. Suppose 
x, y: a ~ b and there exists a path z: b --* a, witli c(z) ~ c(x) c~ c(y). Then 
xpy if  and only if xzpyz in X* and zxpzy h~ X~. 
Proof By Leinma 5.1, x~xzw for some w: a-~b. So x~(xz)  "+l w~ 
(xz)"x. Similarly y~y(zy)" .  Hence xp(xz)(xz) " - lxp(yz) (xz )  " - Ix= 
y(zx)" py(zy)" py. I 
The following is an interesting and potentially very useful corollary (cf. 
the remarks prior to Example 3.2). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let W be a variety of categories, sttch that dS~_ 
W___ dCRn. Then =-w is locally generated on X*. tIence two sltch varieties 
W and X are equal if and only if =-w and =-x coincide on the local monoids 
of X*. 
Proof Let (u, v)~ -w.  Let the bonded normal forms of u and v be 
u = uo t t u t "'" t,, u,,, v = Vo t i v i "'" t,, v,,, respectively. By Proposition 3.3 (ii), 
ui=-w vj, i=  0, 1 ..... m. Now for each i, u~ and vj are bonded, ui, vi: a~--+ hi, 
say, with zl: b l~  ai, c(zi)~_ c(ui)= c(v~). Then by the preceding corollary, 
Ui=w vi is equivalent o uiz~ (=w),,, v~z~ and ziu l ( =---W)biZit) i .  Thus -w  
is generated by the family {(=w)~} of congruences on the local monoids 
of X*. II 
For the remainder of this section we consider some extensible families of 
congruences on locally CRn categories. If C is such a category and 
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a eObj  C, let za denote the greatest idempotent-pure congruence on C,, 
(see Section 4). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let C be a locally CRn category. The family {ta} is 
extensible. 
Proof Let x, y e Ca and suppose xtay. By Lemma 3.4, it is sufficient o 
show that if p: b-~a and q: a--*b in C, then pxqzbpy q. Now pxqzbpyq if 
and only if u(pxq)v = (u(pxq)v) 2implies u(pyq)v = (u(pyq)v) 2 for all loops 
,~, v at b. But since up: b~a and qv: a--cb it is in fact sufficient o show 
that if pxq = (pxq) 2 then pyq = (pyq)2, for any p: b --* a and q: a --* b. 
From pxq=(pxq)  z we obtain (pxq)p=(pxq)  2p=p(xqp)  2 and 
(xqp)2= (xqp) 3. Since Ca is completely regular, xqp= (xqp) z. From xtay  
follows yqp = (yqp)2, whence pyqp = (pyq)2 p and pyq = (pyq)2, as 
above. I 
Denote the congruence on C generated by {ta} by t. 
For any Green's relation .,U = ~,  ~,  ~, or ~,, let ~ denote .~ on the 
local monoid Ca of a category C. We will show that the families {Jg'~} 
are extensible on any locally CRn category. (In fact this is true for any 
locally completely regular category, a fact which will not be needed here.) 
All cases follow from a general result about "equationally defined" con- 
gruences. 
Let I be an index set. For each i e I  let u~, v~ {s, t}*. Suppose that on 
every monoid S in CRn the relation x, defined by sr:t if u~(s, t) = v~(s, t) in 
S, for all i e / ,  is an equivalence relation on S. Then x is an equationally 
defined equivalence relation and x ~, the largest congruence on S contained 
in K, is an equationally defined eongr,tence on S. Each .r for f f  a Green's 
relation, is equationally defined: 
(a) s~t  i f f s ' t '=t"  and t"s"=s", so .~  is; 
(b) ~ is dual and y't ~ = IL follows immediately; 
(c) ~=@ and s~t  iff (sts)"=s" and (tst)"=t' ,  so ~ is. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let tr be an equationally defined congruence on CRn 
semigroups. Then {aa} is an extensible family on any t"CRn category C. 
Proof By definition, t ro=~ for some equivalence relation on CRn 
semigroups, defined equationally by some u~, v~e{x,y}* ,  ieL  Let r, 
seCa,  with (r,s)~tr a. Then (krl, ks l )~c  a for all k, l~Ca. By Lemma 3.4, 
it is sufficient o prove (prq, psq) ~ tr b for all p: b --, a, q: a ~ b. As in the 
proof of Proposition 5.4, it suffices to show (prq, psq) e ~:b for all such p, q. 
Now s~nce rtras and qp is a loop at a, rqpcrasqp. Let i~L  Then 
ul(rqp, sqp) = vt(rqp, sqp) in Ca, and so pul(rqp, sqp) = pvi(rqp, sqp) in 
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C(b, a). Since u,. and v; are words in a free monoid, re-association in C 
yields u~(prq, psq)p = v~(prq, psq)p. For convenience, denote the loops 
ui(prq, psq) and v~(prq, psq) at b by u,. and v,., respectively, in the 
remainder of the proof. Thus u;p = v~p. Since u~ is a right multiple of p, 
u~ = v~u~ and therefore u~= v~uT.. Similarly, v~ = ,l~v 7 and so  t l i~br i. By a 
dual argument, applied to the pair (qpr, qps), we obtain qu~=qv~ and 
,t~Lebv~, similarly. Hence u~J{~v~ in Cb, that is, uT=v 7. But then 
n n+l  u~=v~u~=v~ =v;. Since this holds for all i~I,  (prq, psq)~r:b, as 
required. | 
COROLLARY 5.6. On any t~CRn category C, the families {~},  {..~e~}, 
{lt~}, and {~a} are extensible. 
Denote by fl, 7, and I t the congruences on C generated by the families 
{~},  {.LP~}, and {F~}, respectively. Since on any completely regular 
semigroup, ~ is the least semilattice congruence [5, Chap. IVl, {~} 
extends to the least fS  congruence on C. A specific application of this will 
be needed in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let X be a graph and p a congruence on X* such that 
..~ ~ p ~ e. Let C = X*/p. I f  p, q ~ X* then pp ~ qp in C if and only if 
c(p) = c(q). 
Proof. Since e= =es (Result 2.2) and p_c ,  the quotient congruence 
c/p on C is its least ES-congruence, that is, it is the congruence on C 
generated by the family {~}.  The result now follows from the preceding 
corollary. | 
The following lemma will also be needed. Recall the definition of the 
L-operator, from the beginning of the section. 
LEMMA 5.8. Under the same hypotheses as those of the preceding 
proposition, i f  p, qeX*  are such that L(p)p fl L(q)p hi C, then pp~,qp  
hi Ca. 
Proof. Write p = L(p) p', where c(p') ~_ c(L(p)) = c(p) and q = L(q)q', 
where c(q') ~_ c(L(q)) = c(q). 
By Lemma 5.1, L(q) . . .L (q)q 'w=qw,  for some w~X*.  Hence pp= 
(L(p)p ' )p f l (L (q)p ' )p=(qwp' )p ,  where ~T' is a loop at a. By 
c-~,,  PP~a(q~T')P. Thus pp is Corollary 5.6, pp~(qwp' )p  and, since ~_  
a right multiple of qp in Ca. Similarly, qp is a right multiple ofpp, whence 
PP~aqP. | 
Finally, a rather technical emma is required for the proof of the Main 
Theorem. 
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LEMMA 5.9. Let X be a graph and p a locally generated congruence on 
X*.sueh that ~ ~_ p ~_ e. Let fl, 7, and x be defined as above, on the category 
C= X*/p. Let p, q be coterminal paths in X*. 
Suppose (i) c(p) = e(q); 
(ii) (pp, qp)sx; 
either (iii) (0(p)p, O(q)p) Eft or 
(iii)' C is locally a semilattice of right groups; and 
either (iv) ( l(p)p, l(q)p)~7or 
(iv)' C is locally a semilattice of left groups. 
Then pp = qp in C. 
Proof. For any path x in X*, denote by .~ its image in C. From (i) it 
follows that the edge of p immediately succeeding 0(p) is the same as that 
of q immediately succeeding 0(q). Hence, in case (iii), L(p) fl L(q); dually, 
in (iv), R(p) ~, R(q). 
Let the bonded normal forms of p and q (see Section 3) be 
p =pot1 ... trap m and qotl "'" tmq,,. 
Since p is locally generated on X* and z is locally generated (by {za} ) on 
X*/p, the congruence on X* induced by z is locally generated (by the 
congruences on the local monoids of X* induced by {za}). Hence, by 
Proposition 3.3(i), f rom/~ it follows that ff,z~l for i= 0, 1 .... , m. 
Next consider the bonded normal form of L(p). Since c(L(p))=c(p), 
this is clearly L(p)=potl ""t,,L(pm). Similarly, that of L(q) is L(q)= 
qoq"" t,,L(q,,). A similar application of Proposition 3.30) yields p~fl,~j, for 
i=O, 1 ..... m-1  and L(pm)flL(q,,). A dual argument yields ~'/~ for 
i= 1, 2 ..... m and R(po)), R(qo). From the discussion in Section 3 we may 
suppose, in the remainder of the argument, that p and q are bonded paths 
satisfying (i) and (ii), replacing (iii) with "either L(p)fl'L(q) or/~fl~" and 
(iv) with "either R(p) 7 R(q) or/~)@" 
So suppose p, q: a ~ b. Now there exists z: b --+ a with c(z) ~_ c(p); in fact 
we may choose z with c(z)= c(p), in which case R(pz)= R(qz)= R(z). By 
the dual of Lemma 5.8, ~ L#,~  in Ca. On the other hand, L(pz) = L(p) 
and L(qz)= L(q), so if L(p)fl L(q) then L(pz)fl L(qz) and by Lemma 5.8, 
p'-/~,, ~-/in Ca. If, alternatively, Pflc7 then ~'~ fl ~--/, since fl is a congruence 
on C.'Since fl restricts to f l~- -~ on C,, (Corollary 5.6), p-~z ~ in Ca, 
once more. If, instead of (iii), (iii)' holds, then Ca is a semilattice of right 
groups, the right groups being its ~a-classes. But c(pz)=c(qz), so by 
Propositi6n 5.7, ~-~N,,~/, whence f f /~ .~/  in C,~, once more. Hence 
p'2 .,'f',, ~2 in every case. But from/~r~ we obtain pz "r "02 and so if2 ~,, ~2, in 
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Ca, by Proposition 5.4. Since T,, is idempotent-pure, ,,,c~.y'6 is the identical 
relation. Thus pz =~2. Dually, zp = zq, so by Corollary 5.2, /5 = c7, that 
is, ppq. | 
6. SEMILATTICES OF GROUPS 
A completely regular monoid is a Clifford monoid (also known as a 
semilattice of groups) if its idempotents commute. See [Sect. IV.l]. It is 
well known that, in the framework of varieties of completely regular 
monoids (cf. Section 4), the class of all Clifford monoids is a subvariety of 
CR. Each of its subvarieties i either: 
(A) a variety II of groups; or 
(B) a variety SH, consisting of all semilattices of groups from some 
group variety It (=  SH n G), and equal to the join S v H. 
In the framework of varieties of monoids we are concerned, therefore, 
with the varieties Gn of groups of exponent (dividing) n and their 
subvarieties II, and with the corresponding varieties SH = S v II. 
RESULT 6.1 [21, Proposition 11.6]. Any nonirivial variety of monoids 
which consists of groups is local. 
Locality of S L ST is the content of Result 2.2. The rest of this section is 
devoted to proving locality of all varieties SH, for H some (nontrivial) 
variety of groups of exponent n. We may fix n>/1 and denote --,.so, 
by ~,  for convenience. Clearly, --. c ..~ _c. A preliminary lemma is 
needed. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let X be at o, graph and let x: a --* b be a path hz X*. Then 
x ~ xz ' ,  for  any loop z at b with c (z )c  c(x). 
Proof  By Lemma 5.1, x~xzw for some loop w at b. Thus x. , ,x (zw)"  
and x~x(zw)" .  By Proposition 5.7, Green's relation ~b on (X* / ,~)b is 
determined by the content and thus the images of (zw)" z" and (zw)" are 
~b-related. But (X*/.W,)b is a Clifford monoid, so ( zw) ' z "~(zw)"  [5], 
whence xz" ~ x. II 
The following lemma provides a sort of "normal form" for the loops 
in free "locally Clifford" categories. We use freely the terminology and 
notation of Section 2 (especially Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let X be a graph and let p be a nontrivial oop at a, hl X*. 
For each vertex c in supp(p), choose and f ix  paths s: c ~ a and t: a --* c such 
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that c (s )=c(t )=c(p)  and such that the loop st at c is an nth power. (If  
c = a, set s = t =p".) Suppose c(p) = {xt, ..., Xr}. For each i, let sl: h(x~) --* a 
be as above (with c = h(x~)) and let ti: a--* t(xl) be as above (with c = t(xi) 
nOW). 
The hnage pq of p hz the free monoid E* on the set E of edges of X may 
be regarded as a word p(xl ..... x, ). Then p~p( t lX lS l ,  ..., t,X,Sr) hz X*, 
where the flnages of p and the loops tixisi, i= 1 ..... r, are ~ related hz 
(x*/~ )o. 
Proof First we justify the existence of such paths s and t. Suppose 
c#a.  Since c~supp(p), p factors as P=P~Pz,  where p~: a~c and 
P2: e--*a. Thus we may set s=p2p"  and t=p" - Ip~=pt(p2pt )  ~-~, for 
example. Now suppose x~ and .xj are successive dges of p. Since h(x~)= 
t(x/), we have c(s~tj)= c(p) and s~tj is an nth power in its local monoid. 
As a path in X*, p=x~, . . .x~, say (so p(x~, ..., x~)=x~, . . .x~, regarded 
as a word in E*). By Lemma6.2 and its dual, p~p"x~. . .x i ,  p" and so 
for each j, 1 <.j<k,  p"x~...x~.~.p"x~,...x~s~/ij§ again by the lemma. 
Hence 
p.~ (p"xl, si,) "" (tikxtkp") = p(t lxts l  ..... trXrS,). 
Since c(t~x~s~) = c(p) for all i, all these loops are ~,,-related (as in the proof 
of Lemma 6.2). | 
THEOREM 6.4. Let H be a variety of groups of exponent n. Then SH, 
the varieO' consisthlg of all Clifford monoids whose groups belong to H, is 
local 
Proof We use the method, terminology, and notation of Section 2. Let 
X be any graph. We prove --~sii--- =esn. Put C=X*/=tsH=X*/dSH.  
By Proposition5.3, it is sufficient to prove (-~su)a___(=ts~t)~, for all 
aEObj X. So, letp, q be loops at a, in X*, and suppose (p ,q)~ =~sn. By 
Proposition 2.1, (Pq, qq)~Ps ,=psc~pn,  since S I I=SvH.  Hence 
c(p)=c(q)= {xl .... ,x ,},  say, and, as above, the images of p and q are 
~,,-relatcd in Co. 
Following the statement of Lemma6.3, pq=p(x~ .... ,x , )  and 
qq=q(xl  .... ,x , )  in E*. Thus 
p,~ p( t lX lS  1 . . . . .  trXrSr) and q, .~q( t tX lS l  ..... lrXrS,) , 
where the images ofp, q and all the loops tix~s i belong to the same ~',,,-class 
in C,,. But C~fS I I ,  so this ~,,-class is in fact a group belonging to H. 
Finally, ptlp,qq in E*, so p(x~, ..., Xr)=q(x~ ..... X,) is an identity satisfied 
in H. Thus the images o fp ( t lx l s  ~ .... , t,X,Sr) and q(t~xls~ ..... trx,s,) are 
equal in C,,, whencep~q,  that is, (p,q)E =esn. II 
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7. TIlE MAIN TIIEOREM 
Informally, the following theorem states that a regular variety of 
completely regular monoids is local if each nontrivial, non-0 label on its 
Polfik ladder is. Consequences will be discussed in Section 8. Recalling the 
notation and terminology of Section 4, we may state the theorem more 
formally as follows. 
MAIN TItEOREM 7.1. Let V be a completely.regular monoid variety, 
contahlhlg the variety S of semilattices. Then V is local/f V(i, re)h- is local, 
whenever nontrivial, for all (i, m) 9 A. 
Proof. We follow the method, notation, and terminology of Section 2. 
By Proposition2.3, it is sufficient to show that for all finite graphs X, 
=gv---=,,v on X*. So let p, q be coterminal paths in X* such that 
(p, q)e =gV. By Proposition 2.1, (Pl, qtl)epv in E*, the free monoid on 
the set E of edges of X. Let n be the exponent of V: thus V 9 [S, CRn] and 
(the direct part of) Lemma4.2 may be applied. (Actually, it should be 
applied to a countably infinite set A containing E, but PPvq in E* if and 
only i fppvq in A*, so any other letters may be ignored.) 
Then for all he{0,1}*,  ((pl)n,(qq)n)ecrnpv, ~  whenever V~#S. 
(Recall that ~ is the image of n in {T,, TI}*, under the assignment 0--+ T,, 
1 --* Tt.) Since c--ps on E*, ((pq)n, (qu)n) 9 
The operators 0 and 1 were extended from free monoids to free 
categories at the beginning of Section 5. For z e {0, I }*, wn may be defined 
for paths w in X*, just as for words in the free monoid. Since 0(w) and 
l(w) are again paths, so is wn, for any such n. Now ((pn)u, (qn)q)ec in 
E*, so c(pn)= c(qn) in X*, for all n. In particular c(0(p))= c(0(q)). But 
c(p)=c(q), so the edge ofp which immediately follows 0(p) is the same as 
that of q which immediately follows 0(q). Hence 0(p) and 0(q) are 
coterminal. A similar argument applies to l(p) and l(q) and a simple 
induction yields coterminality of pn and qn for every n  9  {0, 1}*. Hence 
(pn, qn) 9 =--g(s., v~). 
Either V~x. is already a regular variety, whence S v V~A-=V~K= 
V(i, m)~:, where 2(n) = (i, m) (see Section 4), or V,~: is a group variety and 
S v V~A-= SV~. is a variety of Clifford monoids. Thus S v V,~K is local, by 
hypothesis in the former case and by Theorem 6.4 in the latter. Hence 
(pn, qn) 9 ~e(s ,, v~K)" 
It will be'proven, by induction on Ic(pn)l, that whenever Va:~S, 
(pn, qn)9 -ev,. In particular, putting n=8, (p, q)e -=tv, as required. 
For convenience, denote -,,v~ by t~ and let C=X*/~ (=X*/:V~). 
Consider the coffgruence z on C generated bythe extensible family {z,,} 
(Proposition 5.4). Recall the definition of the complete congruence K on 
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.~(CR), in Section4. For each aeObjC ,  C,,eV~_.q(V,0K=(V~r) K, 
whence r,, contains the least S v V~A-congruence on C,,. Thus 9 contains 
th6 least g(S v Vah.)-congruence on C. Since V~ ~_ S v V~h-, this congruence 
is just the quotient =t(s ,, v~J  ~, induced on C. Thus the images ofpn and 
qrr in C are z-related. 
Similarly, consider the congruence 13 on C generated by the extensible 
family {f l , ,=.~} (Corollary 5.6) and recall the definition of the complete 
congruence 7', on ~(CR)  from Section 4. For each a~Obj  C, C,,EVa___ 
(Va)r'= (Vat,) r' = (V=o) r', and the least V~-congruence on C~ is contained 
in ~.  Thus fl contains the least gV~o-congruence on C. As above, this 
congruence is the quotient =iv,old, induced on C. If V~r  then the 
pair (pnO, qnO)=(O(pn), 0(qTr)) satisfies the induction hypothesis and 
[c(prr0)] = Ic(pr0l-  1. Thus (pz[0, qrr0)e =tv~0 and so tile hnages of O(pn) 
and O(qzr) hi C are fl-related. If, on the other hand, ',r~, o = S, that is, if 
V,~r,= S, then Va GSRGn (see Section 4) and C is locally a semilattice of 
right groups. 
Dually, either the images of l(p~z) and l(qn) in C are ~,-related or C is 
locally a semilattice of left groups. 
The hypotheses of Lemma 5.9 are therefore satisfied, with p = ~ = =tv~, 
and so prr t,a qrc. The inductive step is therefore proven and the proof is 
complete on noting that the statement is trivially true when Ic(p)l = 0, that 
is, when p= 1,, for some object a. | 
8. VARIETIES OF ORTIIOGROUPS 
It is an open question whether ever)' nontrivial variety of completely 
regular monoids is local. Proposition 5.3 lends some credence to the conjec- 
ture that this is so. Clearly, by the Main Theorem (7.1) it suffices to prove 
this for nontrivial varieties which are mhtitnunl ht their K-classes. An exam- 
ple of such a variety is BGn, consisting of bands of groups of exponent 
dividing i1, as proven by J. Kadourek [91. On the other hand, the word 
problem in the free band of groups is proven solvable there, so using the 
"standard method" of Section 2, it may be possible to decide locality in this 
case. 
On the positive side, every group variety is least in its K-class [14-] and 
is local, if nontrivial, by Result 6.1. As noted in Section 1, a variety V of 
completely regular monoids is labelled by group varieties if and only if it 
is an orthogroup variety (that is, in the exponent n context, it satisfies 
(x"y') '=x'y').  In terms of the statement of the Main Theorem, 
V e IS, OCRn] if and only if V(i, m)x is a group variety, whenever non-O. 
Noting that the only irregular varieties are themselves group varieties, this 
yields: 
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COROLLARY 8.1. Ever), nontrivial monoid variety which consists of 
orthogroup.s i local. 
In particular, every nontrivial variety of bands is local. Locality of the 
variety of all bands was shown by Weiss and Th6rien [23]. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Every nontrivial pseudovarieO, of monoids which 
consists of orthogroups is local hz partictdar, the pseudovarieO, FinOCR of 
all finite orthogroups is loeaL 
Proof. This follows from the corollary to Proposition2.4, or, 
alternatively, by an application of [21, Lemma 15.4] to that proposition 
itself. I 
COROLLARY 8.3. Every [_finite] category which is locally an orthogroup 
of exponent dividing n divides a ~qnite] monoid of the same type, hz fact a 
monoid belonging to the [pseudo-] variety of monoids generated by its local 
monoids. 
9. APPLICATIONS OF TIlE MAIN THEOREM 
The applications presented here are straightforward and so most details 
will be omitted. The reader is again referred to Tilson's paper [21] for the 
prototypical examples of such applications. See also [3, 19, 1 ]. 
Let V be a pseudovariety of monoids and W a pseudovariety of monoMs 
[semigroups]. Their semidirect product V * W is the monoid [semigroup] 
pseudovariety generated by all semidirect products S ,  T, where S~V, 
T~W, and T acts [right] unitarily on S. By [21, Appendix A], in the 
cases treated below, V .  W = V wr W, the pseudovariety generated by all 
wreath products Swr T, S~V, TeW.  
The semigroup pseudovariety D, of "definite semigroups," comprises 
those finite semigroups S for which Se = {e} for every idempotent e of S. 
In the "Delay Theorem" [21, Theorem 17.1], Tilson characterized mem- 
bership in V ,  D in terms of membership in gV, expressing results of 
Straubing [19] in categorical language. When V is local, this answer 
simplifies as follows: V 9 D = LV, where LV = {S: S is a finite semigroup 
such that eSe~V for each idempotent S}. (In fact, the cited theorems 
prove sufficiency, as well as necessity, of this condition). The first result of 
this section is now immediate from Corollary 8.2. 
COROLLARY 9.'1. For every nontrivial pseudovariety V of monoids 
consisthzg of orthogroups, V * D = V wr D = LV. 
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Identities which define, or eventually define, V then translate direct into 
identities for V 9 D (cf. [21, p. 1741). 
lqow let V be a nontrivial monoid pseudovariety consisting of bands. 
Since in this section we consider only pseudovarieties, weshall let G, rather 
than FinG, denote the (monoid) pseudovariety of all finite groups. We now 
proceed to sharpen results of [1, 2] on semigroups which divide orthodox 
semigroups. Let O(V) be the monoid pseudovariety generated by all finite 
orthodox monoids whose bands of idempotents belong to V. It is easily 
seen that O(V) consists of those monoids which divide such an orthodox 
monoid and that V .  G =V wr G___ O(V). Let IS(V) denote the monoid 
pseudovariety comprising all finite monoids whose idempotents form a band 
belonging to V. Clearly O(V) _ IS(V). We will prove that IS(V) _ V 9 G. 
A useful role is played once more by the Mal'cev product. Let V and W 
be monoid pseudovarieties. Their Marcev pro&~ct VoW (V- 'W in [12"]) 
is defined by a variant of the definition in Section 4: V o %' is the monoid 
pseudovariety generated by those finite monoids M for which M/p ~ W for 
some congruence p on M which is over V. It is easily verified that, in 
particular, if V consists of bands then V 9 G ___ V o G ~_ IS(V). 
By [12, Theorem 3.6], a finite monoid M belongs to VoG if and only if 
there is a group G and a relational morphism q~: M--. G such that 14, -~ ~V. 
The "type II kernel" MII (or K(M) in' [123) of a finite monoid M is 
A {lq ~-~: ~ is a relational morphism into a finite group}. By [12, 
Theorem .4.2], Ms  V o G if and only if MH ~ V. 
Now let M~IS(V), where V consists of bands. The main result of [1, 2] 
states that if the idempotents of M form a band then this band is MI~. 
Hence Mn E V and M~ V o G, whence there exists a relational morphism 
4: M--* G for some group G with 1~ -~ EV. A routine calculation reveals 
that the derived category D~ [213 of q~ belongs to /'V. By Corollary 8.1, 
/ 'V=gV. We may now apply the "Derived Category Theorem" [21, 
Theorem 13.2-1 to deduce that M ~ V wr G = V 9 G. Hence if V is nontrivial 
then IS(V)_~V. G. But this inequality is clear when V=T.  We have 
therefore proven the following result. 
COROLLARY 9.2. For ever), pseudovariety V of monoids consisting of 
bands, 
V,  G=V wr G =O(V)=VoG =IS(V). 
As a'consequence, every finite orthodox monoid M divides a finite semi- 
direct product of a band B by a group, where B belongs to the variety of 
bands generated by the band of idempotents of M. In fact this is true 
without th6 restriction of finiteness--see [8, Corollary 6.3]. An alternative 
proof of the general result may be also obtained by the above methods. 
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